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For the uninitiated, BLAM (Brooklyn/Los Angeles Meet) is a collective established to

encourage dialogue between Brooklyn and Los Angeles artists.  With venues in both

Bushwick and DTLA, they have curated exhibitions on each coast. Their current show,

Shift and Fade, joyfully takes over the space along a strip of forsaken, but rapidly

gentrifying industrial buildings on Santa Fe Avenue at the southern end of the Arts

District.

Curated by Dani Dodge and Alanna Marcelletti, Shift and Fade uses the idea of material

as a metaphor for personal history. Twenty-one artists were invited to explore their

identities through small sculptural works while eight other artists responded with site-

specific installations.   For some, this was their first time working three dimensionally

yet despite the range of experience among artists there were many sculptures and

stories worth uncovering at BLAM.

It is impossible to look away from Erika Lizée’s mesmerizing wall piece.  Drawn into the

vortex of her modulated contour lines, there is something mystical and transformative

occurring.  Seed of Life has a larger than life presence that plays with illusion through

trompe l’oeil painting and a manipulated surface that quite literally undulates off the

wall.  Lizée uses spiritual symbols to explore the unknown, but it is her deft command of

painting that holds us in a trance.

 

 

As a colorful counterpoint, Beatrice Wolert’s installation and performance brings a

more tactile and physical response to her materials. Her interest in the processes of

deconstruction and reconstruction is the foundation for her work and came into play

during her performance last Saturday night. Rows of transparent piping bags, bulging

with brilliant neon colors line the wall like a string of pennants on steroids. As Wolert

pricked each paint-filled udder, the materials transformed from static to active, with

paint oozing into puddles of synthetic color onto the floor. Her sensual relationship to

materials is at the crux of Offering #1 and one suspects that a larger, more immersive

installation might showcase her talents to even greater effect.

 

 

Kio Griffith conjures up warships, slave ships and even the Shroud of Turin with a

ghostly diazotype that questions the duality of his own identity. Coral Sea (Heavy Fog) is

a horizontal banner suspended from the ceiling that references his family’s

participation in both sides of the American/ Japanese engagement in the Pacific War.

The archaic process of diazotype lends itself to the historical nature of his inquiry and

the ephemeral, delicate quality of the print is both poignant and suggestive of personal

loss.

 

 

Whereas Griffith uses materials to evoke historical and personal artifacts, Fran Siegel

constructs work in which she references the plans and maps of urban constructions.

 Siegel takes over the smaller room with three of her cut out and collaged drawings,

creating a conversation between them. The delicate fretwork of Shukhov and the woven

elements of Interchange 03 speak to the topographical and architectural aspects of Terre

01. The cutting and layering of paper and paint focuses the viewer on beautiful

complexities, whether in cities or smaller man made constructions.  

 

 

In Camilla Taylor’s Overnight Guest, a grouping of disembodied heads are scattered on

the floor as if left by grave robbers in a hurry. Made of cartonnage, a material

traditionally used for Egyptian and Roman funerary masks from linen and plaster, they

possess a somber density through Taylor’s choice of color and anonymous expressions.

 

 

Camilla Taylor’s work is a dark counterpoint to Hugo Heredia Barrera’s Espiritu Libre.

Heredia Barrera’s installation combines glass and wire in a tangled knot reminiscent of

a woodland scene of last year’s bittersweet. The glass, entwined within a network of

outward-reaching arteries creates an ethereal presence.

 

Eris(Goddess of Discord) is Alison Woods’ first foray into sculpture.  Her Papier Mâché

installation, somewhat lost in the rafters, appears like fragments from her more

bombastic paintings. Oversized blue and orange pebble shapes hover close to the

ceiling, their surfaces painted with honeycomb patterns.  Neither light nor heavy, they

seem to be searching for the ambitious cohesion she achieves so readily in her two

dimensional work.

 

 

Among the most memorable of the small sculptures were Alex Kritselis’ Before the

Descent 2, in which he uses a miniature monitor encased beneath a glass dome to

comment on current affairs, Bhavna Mehta’s Distance Vision, with embroidered images

referencing immigration and Lena Wolek’s porcelain and fur pieces about her Siberian

family history.  Also included in Curiouser and Curiouser were Nadage Monchera Baer,

April Bey, Arezoo Bharthania, Debbie Carlson, Paul Catalanotto, Jennifer Celio, Dani

Dodge, Tom Dunn, Jenny Hager, Pete Hickock, Alanna Marcelletti, Kristine Schomaker,

Delbar Shahbaz, David Spanbock, Jess Standlea, Vincent Tomczyk and Steven Wolkoff.

 By gathering compelling art and stories the curators have also assembled a community

of artists, an endeavor that BLAM clearly seeks to encourage and maintain.  Kudos to

BLAM! 

BLAM Los Angeles

BLAM, 1950 S Santa Fe Ave. #207, Los Angeles CA
90021

Open hours: Noon to 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays
and by appointment

Artist talk with Shana Nys Dambrot and ClosingArtist talk with Shana Nys Dambrot and Closing
Reception: 2 to 4 p.m. Oct. 30thReception: 2 to 4 p.m. Oct. 30th
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On view through June 29th

By Patrick Quinn

The exhibit currently showing at the Durden and Ray Gallery is, in many ways, no different than most 
group shows. Work created by a dozen artists in a variety of mediums is displayed in a large white room. 
For a group show to be successful, the individual pieces should complement each other, or perhaps 
create an emotional juxtaposition. In this case, curators Alison Woods and Dimitra Skandali have more 
ambitious goals.

In the Stillness Between Two Waves of the Sea is an exchange show between artists from Greece and 
California, creating a dialogue between these seemingly disparate cultures. Like a cartography of places 
and approaches, this exhibition will map points of coexistence among chaotic global politics. Although 
much of the work varies greatly in terms of media and concept, most exhibit a sense of tension with 
regard to contemporary culture.”

The phrase “cartography of places” best captures the essence of what makes this show so special. As 
the viewer moves from piece to piece, they become aware that a story is being mapped out. The sea, as 
a physical entity and as a romantic notion, is the connective thread that weaves throughout the storyline.

In the Stillness Between Two Waves of the 
Sea: A Group show at Durden and Ray

In the Stillness Between Two Waves of the Sea:
A Group show at Durden and Ray

In the Stillness Between Two Waves of the Sea. Durden and 
Ray. Photo credit Patrick Quinn
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Two strong examples of that thread are Aliki Pappa’s installation of 38 graphite drawings of shipwrecks. 
These images are fused with her own personal memories to become a subconscious storyboard, 
defeated in a battle of time. Hanging nearby is Kio Griffith’s large format drawing of a warship built with 
Japanese and American parts. It references the coincidences in the artist’s familial history of the paternal 
(Griffith) and the maternal (Shukuya) who fought as enemies for United States and Japan during World 
War II.

Some artists have used discarded materials as a means to comment on the human condition. Nikos 
Sepetzoglou and Valerie Wilcox use humble materials that appear cobbled together, creating a mash-up 
of time, movement, decay, and change.

Fran Siegel’s Navigation is a vertical history of the port of Genoa inspired by Italo Calvino’s Invisible 
Cities. In that novel, the author explores imagination and the imaginable through the descriptions of cities 
by the explorer Marco Polo. The artist does the same with a work that conjures up images of antique 
seafaring maps.

Some works have a more political slant, such as Dimitris Katsoudas’ drawings of marine life, representing 
refugee children who have braved the Mediterranean waters in search of a better life.

Ty Pownall describes his architectural sand sculpture as a combination of languages of articulation 
with ephemeral forms and materials. Despina Nissiriou’s stop-motion video short muses on growth and 
memory. Nancy Ivanhoe creates wire studies using the movement of line and the process of subtraction. 
This particular series of work uses screen mesh as a material. In the artist’s words, “The functionality of 
the screen inspires the work; its purpose is to separate, divide and keep what is considered outside from 
intruding.”

The work with the most unique history is for all party occasions: Object lessons by artist Natasa Biza. An 
unusual collection of artifacts was discovered in deep storage at the Agricultural University of Athens; 
boxes of unexpected objects such as cookie cutters, rolling pins and mixing bowls dating back to the 
early 1950’s. They had arrived in post-WWII Athens as part of the Marshall Plan, which was launched in 
order to speed the recovery of Western European economies. The artist has photographed each item as 
if they were ancient relics from centuries ago, and in doing so, captures the absurdity of the situation.

The curators are also artists and each has work included in the show. Alison Woods began painting 
Palimpsest in 2011, then reworked it a second time in 2013. In 2015 the entire canvas was erased and 
prepared for a new composition. In the process of sanding down the surface, the hidden layers emerged, 
creating an archaeological excavation of what are now the remains of a previously buried and dead 
composition. Hence the title of the piece which derives from the Ancient Greek word for “scraped clean.”

Taking up one corner of the gallery is Oceans and Seas II by Dimitra Skandali. An overlay of crocheted 
seaweed, found strings, and colorful fishing nets hang in layers from the ceiling. The nets were found on 
the coastal shores of different countries including the artist’s hometown on Paros island in Greece. The 
display may appear to be a random assemblage, but the patterns created by the colors and shadows is 
beautiful and very intentional.

Works from In the Stillness Between Two Waves of the Sea will travel at the Aegean Center for the Arts 
in Paros, Greece, giving artists an opportunity to participate in the creation of site-specific works in both 
countries while offering a glimpse of the concerns that inspire them in locales thousands of miles from 
each other.

In the Stillness Between Two Waves of the Sea runs through June 2-29, 2018
Open Saturdays 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. Other days by appointment: (510) 414-7756
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